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A global solution for measurement  
data management must be web-based. 
Modern internet technology offers  
the flexibility that is necessary for the 
development of future-proof systems

This data management system enables users to quickly and 
safely extract the most useful content from acquired test data

AMS

Data analysis 
and storage

For test engineers,  
being able to easily  
access measurement  

data across research and 
development centers 
worldwide is exceptionally 
valuable. AMS’s measurement 
data management (MDM) 
software, called MaDaM, 
enables users to search for 
relevant tests, create reports 
on demand, and perform 
interactive analysis.

AMS also provides a 
combined data analysis  
and visualization tool called 
jBEAM alongside the MaDaM 
system. According to the 
company, jBEAM remains  
one of the most modern 
software packages available  
of its kind. Written completely 
in Java, it is fully capable  
of running independently  
on any operating system.  
Web connectivity enables 
distributed workflows.

The necessary 
communication interface 
between jBEAM and MaDaM 
is provided. An in-house 
communication protocol 
called EnCom is deployed to 
reduce the accruing traffic.  
Data files can be streamed 
instead of having to download 
them. The transfer of 
measurement data is also 
optimized. Only the channels 
that are required for analysis 
are transferred while having 
their data volume reduced; 
thus, the total traffic can be 
reduced to a bare minimum. 
These bandwidth-saving 
technologies are vital to 
enabling parallel operation  
of the system by hundreds of 

engineers with appropriate 
response time.

Having seen the potential 
that indexing technology 
offered, AMS developed its  
MaDaM MDM system in 2013. 
The system takes advantage  
of modern web technologies, 
while the Lucene indexing 
technology makes the use of 
relational databases obsolete. 
Providing faster and more 
flexible searching, it also  
saves on licensing costs. 

The highly interactive 
HTML5 interface enables 
users to operate the MaDaM 
system with any smart device 
via a web browser. Data can  
be searched and filtered and 
pdf reports generated. As only 
a browser and a PDF reader 
are necessary, there is no need 
to install any other software or 
complete a complex setup in 
order to use the system.

The connection between 
MaDaM and jBEAM is a  
close one, making the broad 
areas of application that 
jBEAM can supplement 
available to MaDaM. The  
wide array of graphical 
elements meet almost every 
customer requirement – be  
it processing videos or GPS 
data, or executing hundreds  
of mathematical functions  
and analyses.

Although MaDaM  
only entered the market in 
2014, several companies are 
already using it worldwide.  
A large-scale solution for  
the analysis of passive safety 
crash tests is in use at SAIC  
in Shanghai, IAV is using it  
for test rides, while EvoBus is 
using the system for durability 
tests analysis, as is Mercedes 
Benz at its Sindelfingen facility 
in Germany. ‹
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